ANTHC Telehealth News:

◊ **Statewide Transition to Zoom:** The Alaska Tribal Health System’s transition from Vidyo to Zoom for clinic to clinic VTCs with ANMC specialty clinics has been completed. Thank you to all of you who have partnered with us in this effort! Please note that it is of continued importance for clinical staff scheduling and facilitating video visits to confirm day of visit connection pathways with ANMC specialty clinics by phone.

◊ ANMC specialty clinics use the Virtual Patient Room (VPR) in Cerner to connect for all VTCs.
  ◊ For training on how to connect with ANMC specialty clinics for VTCs, please contact Giselle Lambert: gmlambert@anthc.org

◊ **New Telemedicine Templates in Cerner:** ANMC has developed three telemedicine templates for our use. These are available to Shared Cerner system users, please check with your organization for internal documentation requirements. The templates can be accessed by typing the “@T” keys (capital T) into any free text space in *Cerner.

  *Note: Autotext templates are case sensitive and do not work in AdHoc notes.

◊ **Video Visit Presenter Note:** @TelemedicineVideoPresenterNote_ANMC
  ◊ Use this template when physically with the patient presenting them by video to a provider at a different location.

◊ **Video Visit Provider Note:** @TelemedicineVideoProviderNote_ANMC
  ◊ Use this template if you are a provider delivering services via video to a patient at any in-state location.

◊ **Provider Telemedicine Consultation (Store and Forward):**
  @TelemedicineConsult_S and F_ANMC
  ◊ Use this template if you are providing telemedicine consultative services to a requesting provider.

For questions call 729-2260 or email AKA-TelehealthPS@ANTHC.ORG